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Features:

✔ IMPROVES PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
with sidewalks, ramps, paths,
entryways, and steps that are free of
snow and ice!

✔ USES THE SAME TECHNOLOGY
STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS
USE to de-ice or anti-ice your
roadways!

✔ EASY PREVENTION with 
STAND-UP™ by pretreating areas up
to 12 hours before a winter storm!

✔ EASY REMOVAL with STAND-UP™
by applying it directly to the existing
ice and snow pack!

✔ REMARKABLE ON DECORATIVE
PAVERS, STAMPED CONCRETE,
BRICKS or any other hard to plow or
shovel surface!

✔ NO DAMAGE to concrete, building
floors or your landscaping!

Instructions:
Description:
STAND-UP™ was designed for Facility, Property, Custodial, and
Building & Grounds Managers to give them a fast, powerful, cost-
effective and safe solution to combat dangerous snow and ice
accumulations.

Fast - STAND-UP™ begins the de-icing or anti-icing
process immediately, plus it works in temperatures well
below zero. Products like Rock Salt need to breakdown
before becoming active and just stop working around 20ºF.

Powerful - by using the same technology that State
Highway Departments use to de-ice or anti-ice your
roadways, STAND-UP™ gives you the means to quickly and
easily remove snow and ice accumulations from your
sidewalks, ramps, paths, entryways and walkways, even in
temperatures well below zero.

Cost-Effective - we designed STAND-UP™ as a liquid,
because it's easier to store, takes less time to apply and
reduces bounce and scatter, which leads to material loss
and frequent reapplication.

Safe - STAND-UP™ will not pit your concrete, track into
and damage your building’s floors or carpets and is safe for
use around expensive landscaping.

Application:
For the best results, STAND-UP™ should be applied with
RHOMAR’S “Big Mouth” Applicator or, through a portable pull
behind lawn sprayer.

NET CONTENTS. ■ gallons

Directions:
STAND-UP™ can be applied in the following ways:

1. FOR DE-ICING - spray STAND-UP™ directly onto the
surface in a liquid stream about four (4) inches apart. Allow
STAND-UP™ to penetrate to the surface, migrate
underneath the ice and snow pack, breaking the bond.
Then plow or shovel it away.

2. FOR ANTI-ICING - spray STAND-UP™ liberally onto the
surface you want to protect one (1) to twelve (12) hours
before the storm for optimum results. This will encapsulate
the surface, which will prevent bonding and greatly reduce
frost, ice and snow build-up. Then simply plow or shovel
the snow and ice away.

3. SHOVELING - spray STAND-UP™ directly onto your shovel
to prevent the sticking of snow and ice slush. This will
reduce the weight on your shovel and ease dangerous
stress and fatigue.

CAUTION: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. Please consult MSDS
for further precautionary information.

The recommendations and statements contained herein for use of our products are based
on reliable tests, but are not construed as guarantee or warranty either expressed or
implied. RHOMAR Industries Inc. will not be held Liable under any circumstances or,
conditions either expressed or implied damage in excess of the purchase price of product.

TO REORDER
1.800.688.6221
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